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HASTINGS ACQUIRES FEDERAL BUILDING
FOR STUDENT HOUSING
For many Hastings students the
imposing building quietly ｰ･ｲ｣ｨｾ､＠
at
the comer of Leavenworth and McAllister has gone unnoticed. Most forsake the sparse shade afforded by this
handsome 27-story structure and prefer to bask in the midday sun, not
realizing that by the time they graduate, hordes of students might be
streaming in and out of the building
which has become the latest ｡､ｩｴｯｾ＠
to the growing college campus.
Known as the Empire Hotel, it was
best remembered by thousands of
Northern Californians as the palce
they went, until a few years ago, when
the Internal Revenue Service wanted
to inquire into their personal income
tax returns.
Last April 20, Patricia Harris, Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development,
announced that Hastings would soon
be deeded the vacant federal building
and granted a loan of $5.6 million for
conversion into student housing. At
the time, she indicated that the only
detail holding up final approval was
an assurance from an inspection team

Hastings Mandatory Attendance PolicyIs There One?
by Seyda Varol
On Monday, August 21, Professor
Adrian A. Kragen announced to his
Fall Semester Tax audience that failure to attend lectures and!or unpreparedness when called upon could
lower a student's grade by three to
eight points. Conversely, consistently
above average class participation
could raise the student's grade by
the same number of points. On that
same day, Professor Trina Grillo gave
a similar offer/warning to her incoming class in Constitutional Law, as do
many members of the teaching staff at
Hastings.
The attendance requirements listed
in the College's Annual Announcement give only guidelines, stating
that: "A student is subject to dismissal whenever his attendance becomes
so irregular that the Faculty deems it
unwise to permit him to continue. "
However, nowhere is there mention
of the Faculty's right to change a
student's grade on the basis of inclass performance.
JamesE. Crawford, Dean of Academic Affairs and Professor of Law at
Hastings gave his views on the subject
of mandatory attendance during a
recent interview:
"The Faculty at Hastings is seriously concerned that academic standards
here not be allowed to fall. Anybody
who comes into law school gives up a
certain amount of freedom in order to
achieve a certain end. I am genuinely
amazed that intelligent men and women could be concerned or offend3d
that a university of our standing
the

are only basic. When I say that I feel
very strongly about mandatory attendance, I am insisting upon what the
school has a right to insist upon
anyway."
Crawford went on to state that
although currently there is no enunciated, university-wide position taken
on mandatory attendance, the school
has an obligation "to save people
from themselves," pointing out that
poor class attendance most often
seems to involve people who are
weakest in those subjects. Additionally, Crawford stressed, " ... that the
Re-Accredation Committee of the
Committee of Bar Examiners of the
State of California has reminded us
again that we have an obligation to
certify that persons who graudated
from Hasting&., are in substantial fulltime law school attendance."
Currently, a professor may report a
student for unexcused absenses.
However, professors are not required
to do so, and a good portion are not as
stringent in their enforcement of
attendance policies. If a student is
reported, s/he will recieve a letter
from the Vice Dean, requesting that
the student legitimize the absences. A
failure to do so could result in the
individual's being dropped from the
course. Dean Crawford fielded a
query as w whether he felt these
measures were severe by stating that
peer pressure among the Faculty
should be forceful enough to keep the
extremes under control.His belief was
given support by a decided variance in
the way faculty members feel about
Continued on

that the structural steel frame WOUlO
not need extensive reinforcement, an
item which would have added millions
of dollars to the remodelling budget.
This summer, that assurance came
through and rehabilitation plans have
been moving rapidly ahead so that
Hastings may have its first student
housing as early as the summer of
1980. With the need for additonal
safety improvements, such as sprinkler systems and smoke detectors, the
HUD loan has been increased to $7.2
million.
While federal funding provides only
for the development of student housing the college intends to develop this
property into a multi-purpose resource
with housing, educational and community services responsive to the
public needs. Dean Marvin J. Anderson said that federal funding for the
project would accomplish several important goals, not only for the college
but the city community as well. "It
will make available heretofore nonexistent student housing as well as
help revitalize a debilitated urban
area" Anderson noted, referring to
the North of Market-Tenderloin region. Additionally, Anderson said that
the acquisition of the Empire Hotel
would relieve the tight student housing market by providing approximately 270 housing units to the existing
city pool This point was underscored
by S.F. Mayor George Moscone who
said that the creation of student
housing in the area would "provide a
stabilizing influence and give renewed
life to the neighborhood. "
Preliminary plans call for the conversion of the lower five floors into
public rooms which would be shared
by the college and the local community. Allocation of space for study halls
Continued on page 3

Gay Rights
Symposium
The Gay Rights Under the Law
Symposium was held at Hastings on
September 23 and 24. The Symposium, the first of its kind in its national
scope, was sponsored by the Gay Law
Students Association of Hastings and
co-sponsored by the American Bar
Association, Law Student Division;
the Legal Srvices Division of the State
Bar of California; the Youth Project;
the Boalt Gay Caucus; and Anti-Sexism Committee of the Bay Area
National Lawyers' Guild. The main
goals of the Symposium were 1) to
define the rights which gay papole
have under the law' at the present
time; 2) to aid attorneys in understanding how best to help their gay
clients; and 3) to begin the development of nationwide communication
and a nationwide strategy to protect
and further those rights. Dean Marvin
Anderson opened the program with a
Continued on

MONEY

MATTERS

ABA LAW STUDENT DIVISION Law School Services Fund
The purpose of the Law School
Services Fund (LSSF) grant program
is to encourage the development,
implementation, and expansion of
law-related projects by law school
students. Grants from the Law School
SErvices Fund msut be used in
conjuction with matching funds from
other sources such as student bar
associations, law schools and state
and local bar associations.
Any ABA-approved law school may
apply for the Law School Services
Fund grant. At the time the grant
application is reviewed, the applicatnt
law school must have at least 30 per
cent of all law students as members of
the ABA Law Student Division. If the
law school's Law Student Divison
membership has not reached 30 percent at that time , the grant application
will be held over until the next
deadline date at which time the
membership figures will be reviewed
again. No grant applications will be
held past the February I, 1979, final
deadline.

A. MINORITY-RELATED PROGRAMS - Twenty-five perceIft (25 %)
of the LSSF funds has been earmarked
for "minority-related" projects. Another ten percent (10%) of the LSSF
funds has been earmarked for projects
related to "women." However, to the
extent that there are not sufficient
numbers of applications for minorityrelated or women's projects or if the
proposed projects are not deemed
meritorious, the 25% and 10% ｾ｡ｲﾭ
marked for such projects shall not be
binding on the Law Student Division.
COMMUNITY BENEFITS - LSSF
grants will be distributed 'for a variety
of different types of projects and
activities in order to encourage creativity and experimentation. An effort
will be made to fund projects that
would not take place but for the LSSF
grant program.
B. PROJECTS EXCLUDED - Law
school newspapers and newsletters,
moot court societies, law reviews, and
tuition grant programs are not eligible
for LSSF grants.

WHEN TO APPLY - Grant applications will be reviewed and grants
awarded immediately after each of the
three time periods. Applications postmarked on or before a deadline date
will be considered for that time
period. The deadline dates are:
October 2,1978
December 1, 1978
February I, 1979
C. WHEN TO APPLY - The completed grant application form must be
sent to the Director, Law Student
Division, American Bar Association,
1155 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60637. One copy each should be
sent to the Vice President of the Law
Student Division and the respective
Circuit Governor.
Any law student or law school group
desiring further information regarding the Law Student Division's Law
School Services Fund should contact:
Director, Law Student Division, American Bar Association, 1155 East
60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637,
(312) 947-3918 or 3919.

HOWARD C. SCHWAB MEMORIAL AWARD ESSAY CONTEST
The Howard C. Schwab Memorial
Award Essay Contest is conducted
annually by the Family Law Section of
the American Bar Association in cooperation with the Toledo Bar Association and the Ohio Bar Association as
a memorial to their deceased leader.
The prizes are awarded from a memorial fund created by the Toledo Bar
Association and administered by the
Ohio State Bar Foundation.
Howard C. Schwab was ChairmanElect of the Family Law Section of the
ABA at the time of his death on
February 24, 1969. He was a Past
President of the Toledo Bar Association and Past Chairman of the Family
Law Committee of the Ohio Bar
Association.
All second and third year students
enrolled in ABA-approved law
schools , and first year students enrolled in said schools where the subject
of family law is part of the first year
curriculum, are eligible to compete,
except employees of the American Bar
Association, Ohio Bar Association, or
Toledo Bar Association.

LABOR LAWBOOK RECIEVES
INSTITUTE A WARD
The Law & Liberty Project announces the 1977 Monks Memorial
Fund Award has been given to Professor Edwin Vieira, Jr. of Wake Forest
University School of Law for his essay
Of Syndicalism, Slavery and the Thirteenth Amendment.
Of Syndicalism, Slavery and the
Thirteenth Amendment is a comparison of two systems of labor relations,
primarily in terms of their effects on
freedom of contract: the system of
compulsory union-representation often found in contemporary public-sector employment; and the system of
chattel slavery that existed in the
antebellum South. Its conclusion is
that these systems are identical in 80
far as they deny and denied individu-

Each enty shall be the work of a
single individual.
The winners of first, second, and
third places as selected and announced by the judges, will be presented
with cash awards in the amounts of
$500, $300, and $200, respectively.
Judges will be designated members of
the family Law Section.

ENTRY PROCEDURE

Subject may be any aspect of
Family Law which the contestant
chooses. Suggested length - about
3,000 words, though not limited to this
number; may be more or less, as the
subject merits. Essays scheduled to
be published, and/or essays which
have previously been published, are
ineligible for consideration.
Entries will be judged on the basis
of timeliness of subject, practicality,
originality quality of research, and
clarity of style.
Prize-winning essays which have
been previously published in the
Family Law Quarterly may be found in
Vols. VIII #1 p. 51; VII #4 p. 433; VI #4
p. 405; VI #3 p. 279; VI #2 p. 145; V #3
p. 369; V #1 p . 32; and IV #3 pp. 209,
230,280.

Law students desiring to enter the
contest should write to Howard C.
Schwab Memorial Award Essay Contest, Section of Family Law, American
Bar Association, 1155 East 60th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60637, requesting an
entry from, which must be completed
and returned with the essay. The
entry form will contain a number to be
placed by the contestant in the upper
right-hand comer of each page of the
essay. Contestant's name is not to be
on any copy of the submitted essay.
Contestants' identities will not be
known to the judges. Six copies of the
essay must be submitted.
Xerox
copies or good carbon copies are
acceptable.
Entries for the 1979
awards must be submitted to the
Howard C. Schwab Memorial Award
Essay Contest, at the above address,
postmarked on or before April 16,
1979.

als the legal powers and privileges to
make and enforce common-law contracts for employment and to enjoy the
full use and benefit of wages flowing
from the employment relation. Moreover, its explanation for this striking
parallel is that syndicalism, the theory
of social organization underlying modem compulsory unionism, is a particular sub-species of the general theory of slavery - and therefore (as did
slavery) menaces the freedoms of
speech, association, petition, and equal political participat;on in republican government, as well as freedom of
contract in employment. Drawing on
the philosophy, legal theory, and
history of syndicalistic unionism, slavery, and limited government; and on
the congressional debates over the
Thirteenth Amendment and post-Civil

War statutes enforcing it; Syndicalism
analyzes the meaning of the Amendment in constitutional jurisprudence,
demonstrates its pecQliar applicability
in contemporary labor relations, and
argues that compulsory union-representation for public employees is
unconstitutional as a badge and incident of slavery.
The Institute for Humane Studies
offers the Monks Memorial Award
annually in recognition of distinguished writing in the fields of jurisprudence and political philosophy.
The purpose of the Award is to further
the understanding of law, in its
broadest sense, as related to the
development of a Society of free men.
Copies of this year's Monks Award
essay are available from the Institute.
Soft Cover, 517 pages, $2.50.
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Dean David Concepcion
- - Continued from front page - - - - - and recreation facilities is also being
considered, as well as some private
commercial development. The remaining floors would be turned into
studies, one and two bedroom apartments. With the largest lecture room
at ｈ｡ｾｴｩｮｧｳ＠
presently holding only 125
students, the large chruch and other
rooms in the building will also be used
to supplement academica facilities in
short supply.
The 468 room hotel which was
recently declared eligible for nomination to the Registry of National Historical Buildings has a colorful past.
Built in the late 1920's by the
Methodist Church, the building was
opened in January 1930 as the William Taylor Hotel, named after a
pioneer missionary generally credited
with spreading the eucalyptus tree
throughout the state. It was at the
time the tallest building west of
Chicago and certainly the only hotel
around with a cathedral-sized church
capable of holding 1,500 worshippers.
After four short Depression years, the
hotel went bankrupt. Under new
ownership and management, how-

ever, it was reborn in 1936 as the
Empire Hotel and featured the Sky
Room which was credited at the time
as the first penthouse bar with a 360
degree view, beating out the Top of
the Mark by three years.
During the Second World War, the
federal government decided it needed
ｾｨ･＠
hotel for office space and bought it
m 1942 for $1.8 million. Most of the
furniture, beds, chairs, and sofas
which were supposed to be sold at
auction were also brought by the
government for use in the concentration camps then being patchworked
together for Japanese-American internees. Despite repeated proposals to
restore the hotel to its original function, the "war-time emergency" conversion into offices continued. But,
with floors not constructed to carry
office loads, the Empire Hotel was
never satisfactory for such use. By
early 1977 the federal government had
closed the building and it became
surplus federal property.
Much of the credit for the acquisition must be given to David Concepcion, associate dean for administration, who noticed the declining activity at the building shortly before its
closing and started making inquiries.
Realizing the potential use of the
building by the school, Concepcion
worked on securing the loan from
HUD and was able to convince the
General Services Administration that
Hastings could finance the renovation
of the building and put it to public
use.
With a student body of 1500 at
Hastings, making it the second largest
law school in the country behind
Harvard, the need for housing is
particularly acute. Referring to a
recent Housing Office survey which
indicated that as many as one-third of
the students considered their housing
inadequate, Concepcion said, "We
have determined that we can accomodate up to 566 students in the

building. With the extremely tight
housing market in the city at present,
and the absence of anyon-campus
facilities, the acquisition of the Empire Hotel would seem to fit together
very nicely at this point." His optimism is shared by Alan Kolling,
student Director of Housing who
remarked on the large number of
inquiries each year from entering
students about the availability of
on-campus housing. Kolling said this
high degree of interest indicated a
ready market for the Empire Hotel
and would result in fewer students
having to settle for overpriced and
inadequate housing in other parts of
the city.
Concepcion, who had obviously given the matter a great deal of thought,
noted that in the long run the most
pronounced effect of the acquisition
would be to enhance the student social
life through the creation of a campus
atmosphere coupled with the increased opportunity for students to interact
with each other and the faculty.
"Gone will be the general sense of
isolation typical of most commuter
campuses." He added, "And the
need for reliance on the study group
or seminar for fostering close friendships." Having a large number of
students living in teh proximity of the
Civic Center, Concepcion felt, would
"open up many exciting possibilities:'
for increasing student access to cultural activities in the area.
Kollling said that student input in
the planning process would be included as a "vital component" of the
reconversion effort and hoped that
interested students would contact the
Housing Office. Once the loan negotiation is completed and conveyance of
the property accomplished, Kolling
added, students would be invited to
serve on a committee working in
conjunction with the Director of Housing to review floors plans and offer
suggestions for organizing student
residences.
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The Hastings law News as the Hastings student legal publication
serving the entire legal community, serves as a platform for the
expression of student opinion, a mechanism for enhanced communicatIOn
between Hastings and the organized bar, and as a public forum for artICles
written by students, faculty, staff, and outside contributors . The 1976-77
volume was designated the Best Overall Law School Newspaper In
California by the American Bar Association
We encourage publication of divergent viewpoints . All manuscripts
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directed to Advertising Director, Hastings Law News, Hastings College of
the Law, UniverSity of California, 198 McAllister Street, San Francisco,
California 94102 .
The opinions expressed are those of the author_ All submitted
manuscnpts must be signed by the author. The views expressed are not
necessarily those of the Hastings Llw News or of Hastings Coilege of the
Law. This is a student publication .
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FALL FILM SERIES
ATUCSF
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"Black and White in Color", winner of the 1977 Academy Award for
Best Foreign Film, will be the premiere film in the Fall film series held
at the University of California, San
Francisco (UCSF). The story of a
mini-war fought by the French colonials against the German colonials will
be shown on Wednesday, October 4th
at 7 & 8:45 p.m. in Cole Hall
Auditorium, Medical Sciences Building, 513 Pamassus Avenue.
Other films in the Wednesday night
series will include "Cousin, Cousine"
(October 11 at 7 & 9 p.m.), the story of
two middle class married people who
fall into a friendship, then into an
affair. Italian director Bruno Bozzetto's parody of Disney's Fantasia,
"Allegro Non Troppo" will be shown
on October 18th at 7 & 8:45 p.m.
Japanese master Kurosawa's awesome filming of nature and winner of
the 1976 Best Foreign Film, "Dersu
Uzala" will be featured on October
25th at 7 & 9:30 p.m.
The remaining films in the series
include Truffaut's "Small Change"
(November 1 at 7 & 9:30 p.m.);
Fellini's "Casanova" (November 8 at
7 & 9:45 p.m.); "Cria" with Geraldine Chaplin on November 15 at 7 & 9
p.m.
The dance version of "Romeo and
Juliet" performed by England's Royal
Ballet with Nureyev and Fonteyn as
the central tragic figures on November 29th at 7 & 9:15 p.m. The final
film of the series is by the brilliant
Czech director Jan Kadar, "Lies My
Father Told Me" (December 6 at 7 &
9p.m.).
All films will be shown in Cole Hall
Auditorium, Medical Sciences Building, 513 Parnassus Avenue. Tickets
sold only at the door are $1. 75 and
$1.25 for senior citizens.

Film/Marin
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1978,
8:00 P.M.
"Idi Amin Dada" - Barbet Schroeder's revealing documentary, made
with the cooperation of ldi Amin, will
be presented at Olney Hall, College of
Marin, Kentfield. Tickets, at $3.00,
are available through the College box
office (485-9385), open weekdays, and
at the door. Phone the box office for
more information.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1978,
8:00 P.M.
Conversations with Pat Bond, An
Evening of Comedy - The gay documentary, "Word is Out," launched
Ms. Bond's stand-up comedy career.
Bond will relate through comedy her
life as a gay woman, at Olney Hall,
College of Marin, Kentfield. Tickets,
at $4.00, available through the College box office (485-9385), open weekdays, and at the door. Phone the box
office for more information.
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1978, 8:00
P.M.

..

"Padre, Padrone" [My Father, My
Master] - This 1977 Cannes winner
by Paola and Vittorio Taviani is the
story of an illiterate shepherd who
went on to become a prominent
linguistics scholar. At Olney Hall,
College of Marin, Kentfield. Tickets,
at $3.00, are available through the
College box office (485-9385), open
weekdays, and at the door. Phone the
box office for more information.
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HILLEL HIGH HOLYDAY SERVICES
Hillel High Holyday Services will be
held at congregation B'nai Emunah
located at Taraval and 46th Avenue.
Larry Moses, Hillel director, will
officiate. It will be a blend of a
traditional service with contemporary
readings.
The High Holyday Services are
scheduled as follows:

Second Day Rosh Hashanah Tuesday
Oc. 3, 10:00 a.m.
Kol Nidre
Tuesday, Oct. 10,
10:00 a.m.
Yom Kippur
Morning Services
Wednesday,
Oct. 11
Break
2:00 p.m.
Memorial and ClosiI:g
5:00 p.m.
For further information ｣｡ｬＳＭＴＹｾＲＮ＠

MUSIC
IN YOUR EARS
Jules Kragen
Bob Dorough grinned widely from
behind his piano, almost a cheshire
cat smile dominated his features. In
front of him over 30 children filled the
stage of the Great American Music
Hall singing the chorus to his environmentalist composition, "Stop the Poison" (sung to the music of Clemintine). It wasn't your average jazz
concert ... then again it was Sunday
Afternoon at 4:30 and this was clearly
a kid's show with one of their heroes,
"Mr. Multiplication."
Although known primarily as a jazz
singer, pianist, and composer, Bob
Dorough has been involved with 'educational children's music for the past
five years. It began with a commission
from a friend, David McCall, who
heads an advertising agency. McCall's son had an ear for music, but
could not learn his multiplication
tables. This concept grew into a
network television show titled
"Schoolhouse Rock," which is in it's
fifth year on ABC. Dorough is now the
musical director of the show, composing, arranging and producing all the
music.
Schoolhouse Rock has moved far
beyond math, into grammar, history
and most recently science. Other
musicians involved in the show included singers Grady Tate and Blossom Deary and writers Dvid Frishberg
and Lynn Ahrens.
As ABC has been slowly scaling
down Schoolhouse, Dorough has begun work on a new project for NBC
titled "The Metric Marvels." Superheroes such as "Liter Leader," "super Celcius," "Wonder Gram," AND
"Meter Man" will lead the battle
against our overly dear English system. If his metric songs reflect any of
the sensivity present in his children's
compositions the transition will be an
easier one for all of us.
In Sunday's show many' 'numbers"
stood out, all had melodical hooks and
a story line to keep the children
interested until the multiplication
tables began. The children in the
audience responded enthusiastically
to the show, singing all the choruses
and joining in all the multiplication
exercises. They recognized all the
songs from the T. V ., although they
seemed a bit uneasy with one of their
favorite characters from the boob toob
suddenly appearing in reality with a
soft Arkansas drawl, a gentle smile
and a long ponytail.
Dorough also performed some adult
songs that were aimed at his audience. These included "Simon Smith
and the Amazing Dancing Bear,"
which was composed by Randy Newman. Dorough is a vocal interpreter,
never content to leave a song in its
original version, always locked in
almost telpethatic union with his sole
accompanist Bill Takas on bass. His
independent vocal interpretations covered such songs as "Hair," and
"Norwegian Wood." When asked
how he came across "Simon Smith"
Dorough explained that he first heard
the song on a demonstration tape sent
to him while he was producing the
now defunct' 'Spanky and Our Gang."
Ever since then it has become a stable
part of his repertoire.
After performing at both the Bread
and Roses and Monterey Jazz Festivals, Bob is returning to his 3 acre farm
in eastern Pennsylvania. Touring only
takes up 2 to 3 months a year for
Dorough, and the rest of his time is
Continued on page 9

DO IT RIGHT
NEVER DO IT AGAIN
EARLY SIGN-UP PROGRAM: Available to all first year, second year and third year part-time students. You receive a complete
set of new BAR/BRI outlines each year until graduation . Course tuition is frozen at the rate in effect at the time of enrollment.
Enrollment cost of $100 applies to senior course tuition.
SENIOR COURSE: The senior course begins approximately eight weeks prior to the bar exam and lasts about six weeks. It is
given twice yearly, prior to each bar exam . Classes meet three hours per evening, four days per week, and on Saturdays. The
price will be $375 plus a $40 refundable book deposit until November 1 , 1978.
EXAMS: There are twenty-five essay exams which will be graded and critiqued by local attorneys and will be returned to the
student within seven days .
One examination will be written at the onset of the course and will be graded for style . Two take-home exams will be given each
week .
There will also be a simulated bar exam. This will include a half-day essay exam, a full-day essay exam. and a full day multistate
exam . All exams include model answers.
IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK: BAR/BRI California outlines include over 100 essay questions with model answers and 200 multistate questions with explanatory answers for each choice . There are also self-testing questions for each subject area which provide
the student with immediate feedback as to those areas where addItional preparation is needed.
OUTLINES: Completely rewritten each year by the professors whose names appear In the outlines. California BAR/ BRI refer
ence volumes contain all the substantive law you need to unc!erstand for the bar exam.
The BAR/BRI Mini-Review volume contains all the law you wIll need to know for the bar exam in about 305 pages
LECTURES: The faculty of BAR / BRI Includes numerous distinguished law professors from the Bay Area who average more
than ten years' teaching expenence Lectures are live in San Francisco, San Diego and Los Angeles. There are part-live/ video
and videotaped lectures at the remaining eleven California locations.

FREE OPTIONAL LECTURES
BAR GRADER'S CLINIC: Former bar graders give a presentation on what the graders will be looking for on essay examinations ..
They then critique student exams on an individual basis.
MULTISTATE REVIEW: A Multistate Mini-ReVIew consisting of twelve hours of additional lectures on the Multistate subjects
and a session on Multistate examination techniques are offered to all enrollees.
OTHER JURISDICTIONS: BAR/ BRI has courses in 38 states.

If you have any questions concerning our program please call our office collect or contact one of the following student representatives:

SENIORS
Peter Bertrand
Maureen Corcoran
Tom Hogan
Vivian Rivero

Brett Borah
Kim Cranston
Jeanine Hull
Alfredo Rodriguez
Zona Douthit

Bill Cavalier
Nancy Henderson
Guy Petzold
Pamela Underwood

NON-SENIORS
KittyCodd
Margie Golub
Neil Moran
Steve Skuris

Madeline Flemate
Rich Korb
Grant Johnson
Tom Umberg
Aeliot Boswell

BAR REVIEW
352 Golden Gate Avenue
San FranciSCO, California 94102
(415) 441-5600

Ada Goldberg
Catalin Lozano
lisa Hart
Nancy Wong
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DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF
THE HASTINGS LAW NEWS

WOMEN'S
COMMISSION
I NTERESTED I N ｾ ｦｩｉ
ｎ ｔａｉ
ｎ ﾭ
I NG CONTACT WITH THE REAL
WORLD? INTERESTED I N
PUTTING CONSTRUCTIVE LEGAL VOLUNTEER WORK ON
YOUR ｒｅ ｓ ｕ ｾ ｬｩ＿＠
I NTERESTED IN LEGISLATION
REGARDI NG \<lOIvIEN' S IS SUE S?
Come join the Le g islative Committee of the
San Francisco Mayor's
Commission on the Status
of Women.
The Legislative Committee is looking for
interested students to
research proposed state
and federal legislation
regarding women's issue s, mak e rec ommenda ... '.
tions of support or disapproval of such le g islation, and participate
in other committee activities. Time commitments are minina 1, (.two
short meetings per
month), experience is
most unnecessary, and
the research is generally quite simple.
You' vlill learn much
about our state Legislative process, make
contact with various
legislators and their
aSSistants, and have an
opportunity to ｾｲ｡｣ｴｩ･＠
verbal skills by making
presentations before the
Commission.
All participation is
voluntary; you nay contribute as much time and
energy as you wish.
Every bit of help will
be extremely appreCiated.
An introductory meeting
will be held October 5th
at 5:00, 544 Golden Gate
(about four doors down
fr om McDonald's at Van
Ness). The Committee's
functions, the legislative process, and
other ideas for the
year will be discussed.
Come join us October
5th; all students and
interested friends
are welcome.

\

\

Will be Friday. October 6th, 5:30 P.M.
Turn in a rticl e s to th e
Ha stings La w Ne ws Loc k er
# 7 53 in the l a r ge loc ke r
room.

ALUMNI FOCUS

USDA NUTRITION
COORDINATOR NAMED
WASHINGTON Aug. 31 - Audrey
Tittle Cross, a nutrition consultant in
San Francisco, has been named nutrition coordinator for the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Her appointment is effective SepteII)ber 1.
Cross will work with M. Rupert
Cutler, assistant secretary for conservation research, and education, and
Carol Tucker Foreman, assistant secretary for food and consumer services. She will coorinate human nutrition activities within the department,
with other federal agencies, private
institutions, professional societies,
and international organizations.
Last April, Secretary of Agriculture
Bob Bergland formed a Human Nutrition Policy Committee to coordinate
the department's nutrution activities

and to recommend appropriate nutrition policies and programs. Cutler
and Foreman said the appointment of
Cross to the newly-ereated nutrition
consultant position is indicative of the
department's emphasis on improving
human nutrition.
Born and raised on a farm near
Turlock, Calif., Cross received her
B.S. degree in dietetics, and master of
public health degree in nutrition from
the University of California, Berkeley.
She did postgraduate work in pediatric nutrition at Iowa State University.
Earlier this year she earned a law
degree at the University of,California,
Hastings, College of the Law. She is
currently a doctoral student in nutrition and food policy and planning at
the University of California, Berkeley.

GRAD WINS GOLDEN GATE SWIM

Edwin Dimcan, a 1969 graduate of
Hastings, won the Dolphin Club's
Golden Gate Swim in August. Although Duncan has won this swim so
many times that even he cannot
remember how many, the surprise to
his fellow Dolphin Clubbers about the
win arose from the fact that he has
been coming in second in the past
several years. Figuring Duncan was
"over the hill" it was heard in the
clubhouse before the boats left for
Baker Beach, the start of the race,
that all the money W1l'8 on last year's
winner. Not only Duncan come in
first, but he led the field all the way,
despite the delayed start to allow two
ships through the Gate (just when the
tide had been calculated to the second
to benefit the swimmers).
Interviewed about this victory, Duncan explained that it is dj{ficult to find
the time to train for this event, now
that he is member of a prestigious Los
Angeles firm. Not only is it difficult to
find the time, but also Southern
California ocean swimming is at a
higher temperature than the icy waters of the Golden Gate, so it is a
conditioning process of the body as
well as the concentration and know-

how of when to cut in under the bridge
(that comes with practice).
While attending Hastings as a first
year student Duncan set the record for
swimming the Gate (18 minutes, 22
. seconds), a record that is not likely to
be equalled easily. His time in the
most recent swim was an even 22
minutes . Duncan explained that conditions effect the times, meaning the
conditions of the tide and weather, or
general muscle toning.
than the condition of the swimmers. In
his recent winning year he had been
working as a lifeguard during the
summer, and the San Francisco Bay
was smooth as glass with a tide
figured at just the precise moment for
the starter's gun. All he could do to
train for the most recent event was to
swim as often as possible in his own
pool and also work with weights and
Another record held by Duncan is
for the Alcatraz swim. While an
undergraduate at Berkeley, he was
captain of the swimming team and
joined the Dolphin Club at that time.
. He is not sure that his Alcatraz record
was made while at Hastings, but he
definitely remembers that his relay
swim for the Dolphin Club from the
Farrallones Islands into the Bay was
during Fall Semester of this Third
Year while serving as Technical Editor
of the Hastings Law Journal. He was
J!rst swimmer, at 2:00 in the morning,
and had spent the previous summer
on an Indian Reservation in New
Mexico, so the icy waters made his
wish to be back in the boat warming
up on brandy, and the flourescent
quality of the waves at night made
him fantasize that sharks were all
around. The Dolphin Club won that
relay from West End Rowing Club,
and Ed finished the year as a member
of Order of the Coif.
Nine years later, when jogging and
exercising are part of the Hastings
campus scene, Ed Duncan' s recent
accomplishment while a fulltime practitioner is a heartening sign that
attoney's can also be "jocks. "
Myr- 'To rt-"- way
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GLETTERS
to the EDITOR
Dear Editor(s);
Over 100 first year students expressed interest in the Public Interest Law
Program (PILP) early in the academic
year. Professor Lee Jordan has recently ben appointed interim advisor of
PILP and has been coordinating the
efforts of concerned students, faculty,
and staff.
Several committees have been
formed to plan various aspects of the
program. One committee is seeking
the advice of community and public
interest groups in the Bay Area.
Another committee is considering
possibilities of expanding academic
and clinical opportunities. A third
committee is developing a program
description and funding proposals.
Other committees have been formed
to handle publicity and to establish a
speakers bureau for attracting guest
lecturers.
Although full implementation of a
comprehensive program is several
years away from realization, we are
working on short range projects too.
As a follow-up to the public interest
employment forum, PILP students are
working with the placement office
conducting a survey of potential summer jobs available in the public
interest field throughout California.
Guest lecuturers are being sought for
speaking engagements this year. A
permanent program director and an
official Advisory Board composed of
community group representatives
should be selected and working by
July or August.
Weare hopeful that PILP will bring
tangible benefits to the Bay Area
community and offer students an
opportunity to gain practical public
interest experience while in law
school. We would like to bJilld a
sensitivity to all segments of society
and to contribute to the evolution of
public interest law theory and practice. We expect to design a program
that warrants national attention and
enhances Hasting's reputation.
PILP now has a set of mailboxes in
the typing room and there will soon be
a bulletin board in the typing room.
Two binders wtih the accumulated
working papers of PILP are on reserve
at the library loan desk. Volunteers,
suggestions, comments and criticisms
are invited and welcome. Information
updates and meeting times will be
posted on the bulletin board.
Sincerely,
Don Hamman
PILP publicity

To the Editor
Hasting Monthly News
Hasting College of the Law
The Facility Operation is the only
department having the "Punch In &
Out" card. Its unfair and discriminating on one department.
The "WORST" is, there are Some
in this department who do not have
this card at all, if they do, they do not
even punch their card.
Let this Unfairness and Discrimination, or if there is "Favoritism," be
straightened out, especially in this
department. l"et's all "HAVE or
NO'I"ch" this card.

Speakers from as far away
as Philadelphia and Washington D.C. partiCipated
in panels which were informative and intellectually satisfying to the law
students and la\vyers in
attendance. Discussion of
goals and rational ways of
accomplishing them is especially appreciated in a
time characterized by the
emotionalism engendered by
the Briggs initiative.

Dear Sir,
Is it true that there is a
rent-a-student service for
those of us v/ho have to be
someplace other than in
class, and have a less than
understanding prof?
Thanks. Can you make up a
name or something? I don't
think this letter will win
me many faculty friends.
Dear Letter-writer,
first, are you a faculty member, or perhaps a recruitor
from the ｰｬ｡｣･ｾｮｴ＠
office?
He think we might have heard
of something last week •••••
someone may have asked a
friend to sit in his seat
during a class that he was
unable to attend. Unfortunately, the professor called
on the proxy first thing. The
proxy passed, and the prof
marked it down ••• such is the
life in a brownie ｰｯｾｮｴ＠
system. Or so the story goes.

Mrs. Milton D. Green wishes to
express her appreciation to former
students in her husband's sections B
and D Civil Procedure class of last
year. We have reproduced the tesxt of
the letter which was sent by Mrs.
Green to Peggy Meecham, our fearless bookstore leader.
Dear Peggy,
Miss you and the students and
Hastings! Will you see that the
wonderful guys and gals in sections B
and D (of last year) eyeball these
pictures of Milt on our backyard
patio? The Bay Bridge picture has a
handsome brown and mottled gold
double frame and is proudly hung on
his study wall. It is really handsome.
Above (out of reach of the grandchildren) is the Bowie knife holder and
scabbard. If you look closely (the light
is bad) you will see Milt practicing a
"fierce look" to go with the knife.
We love our little house, and
tonight, as we sit around the fireplace
at the witching hour, we will drink a
toast to you all- remembering good
times together.
Be sure to call if you are in our neck
of the woods.
With affection,
Jerry
•
Students and friends of Professor
and Mrs. Green can get his address
from Peggy Meecham if they wish to
send him a letter.

Dear Editor,
The Hastings Gay Law
Students Association should
be congratulated for putting together a fine seminar on Gay Rights the weekend of Se tember 23-24.

Professor Paula Downey
Professor Downey was a panel ist at the Gay Rights Symposium.
_1II"1II"1II"lIUllnmlll"III"""IIII11I11IHIII"III"IIIIII"""III"IIIUIIIIIII
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An ordinary day in an ordinary law
school But no ordinary day for our
hero PHIL FLAPPIN!!! (drum roll).
"Dum de dum dum. 000 eee now
baby ....
Hummmmm. What's this here on
this bulletin board? Books for sale.
Crim Prugh $8.50. Contracts Gilberts
$2.00. Crim Pro Supp $5.00.
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ｾ＠
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::
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CRIM PRO SUPP FIVE DOLLARS!!
Why that book only costs $4.95
NEW!
What kind of nasty person would try
to RIP OFF his (or her) fellow students
like that?!!!
This is a job for ... SUPER
FLAP!!!
I'll just hop into this nearby locker
and .... ooof (bang, crash, rattle).
Dam! It's locked. Well, I'll just
duck behind this crowd of first year
students ...
"Hey, wha's this guy doing back
here?! !!"
"Hey fella, can't you use the men's
room for that sort of thing?' ,
Oh, don't mind him. It's just Phil
Flappin."
"NO, NO! I'm SUPER FLAP!! Here
to right all wrongs and wrong all
wrong doers!"
"That's a nice three-piece, Mr.
Flap. "
"Thank you. Now, STEP ASIDE
little first year students. SUPER F ALP
must go to work!"
And with one mighty swipe, our
hero ripped down the bulletin board
advertisement for the five dollar book.
"Nasty, nasty, bad person to do
such a thing. I'm going to call this
number right here on the ad: 457-3260
and give this guy a piece of my mind.
(He probably needs it.) But first I'll
rip this little piece of paper into a
million pieces. I'll show those wrong
doers that they can't get away with
ripping off MY students!"
rip rip rip rip rip . . .
And as we leave our hero, stainding
standing in the hallway ripping up
thousands of tiny pieces of paper, we
look out across the City to the sunset
and think: what are we doing this for
anyway?
N ext week: Phil takes on the
CARNAPPERS.
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CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICES
FOR WOMEN AT HASTINGS
A subcommittee of the Clara Foltz
Society is investigating the reasons for
the lack of contraceptive care and the
possiblity of making such care available at the Hastings Student Health
Center. Our communications with
Dean Peterson and Dr. Olivares of
U .C. Medical Center make it clear
ｾｨ｡ｴ＠
the administration feels that: 1) it
IS not economically feasible; 2) the
services are elsewhere available; and
3) the center is there to deal with
emergency health matters exclusively.
The Health Center is a satellite
service of UC Medical Center which
provides staff, equipment, and insurance for a flat fee per student set
forth in an annual contract 'with
Hastings. The service does not include
contraceptive care, primarily due to
the cost of insurance for such care. In
the other UC schools which we checked, that cost is spread over a large
number of students and thus absorbed. ｾ･ｦｯｲ＠
UC med will supply contraceptive care, Hastings must provide
more extensive facilities and pay
higher fees per student. It was determined that for a contraceptive clinic to
operate for three hours, one day a
week, 12 patients would be needed
each week to make the clinic cost-effective. The costs involved are $20/
hour doctor's salary, $8/hour nurse's
salary, $5/hour secretary's salary and
$8/hour counselor's salary. (The
counselor costs could possibly be
ｲｾ､ｵ｣･＠
through a work-study allocatIOn.)
Again, the major cost of running the
clinic is the insurance. Because of the
｣ｯｮｴｾ｡＠
with UC Med, there is no
possibility of hiring an outside doctor;
we must persuade them to include
c?ntraceptive care in the system proVided or go elsewhere for this care.
We have checked into California
law and have found no legislation
bearing directly on the subject of
contraceptive care at state funded
colleges and universities. The State
Department of Health, Office of Family ｾｬ｡ｮｩｧＬ＠
informed us that to
ｱｵｾ＠
for state funding in setting up
a clinic,. we ｾｯｵｬ､＠
have to provide
e.ach ｰｾｴｬ･ｮ＠
WIth a long list of services
(mcluding lab tests, choice of all forms
of contraception, counseling and reｦｾｲ｡ｬｳ＠
and 24 hour emergency serVices). We would also have to be open
to the pUblic.
An investigation of the situation in
other Bay Area schools did not show
ｳｾ｣ｨ＠
care to be free in any schools our
ｳｾ･Ｌ＠
and because of the over-utilizaｾｉｯｮ＠
of the services, none could
mcorporate Hasting's students. We
ｳＧ［ｬｲｶｾｹ･､＠
various family planning clirucs m San Francisco and found that
many will care for our students. Their
fees often work on a sliding scale
based on the patient's ability to pay,
d
fr
ｾ＠
range om no cost for all serVices, to about $25 for an examination
plus the cost of the contraceptive
method chosen. The Planned Parenthood Clinic at 1660 Bush Street is
ｯｾ･ｮ＠
to Hastings students, and the
､ｩｲｾ｣ｴｯ＠
of the clinic, Sasha Goldsmith, said she would be willing to
come to orientations to familiarize
ｦｩｲｳｾ＠
year students with the services
available.
. The availability of outside services.
IS not, however, an answer to our lack
of services. The time and, in some
cases, the ･ｸｾｮｳＮ＠
involved in going
to one of the eXlstmg facilities is often

more than we can afford to spend. The
administration does not view contraceptive care as its responsiblity and
contends that the Health Center is
there to deal with emergencies. The
center does provide skin, vision and
psychological care in addition to general health services: The view that the
Health Center deals only with emergency situations seems to preclusde
these other services. We mean in no
way to undermine the need for these
other services, but to question
thoroughly the reasoning behind the
exclusion of contraceptive care.
The committee has been troubled
by two recurring questions:
1) Is the administration guilty of sex
discrimination in not making these
services available?
2) Is it feasible to include such
services at the Center?
a) Will students utilize the services provided?
b) Will any additional per student
cost be prohibitive?
With respect to the question of
whether the administration is guilty of
sex discrimination, society, as well as
biology, dictates that women have the
primary responsibility for birth control
We have concluded that all people
have particular medical needs and the

needs of men are entirely met by the
!lealth Center. A woman's needs
mclude contraceptive care. The needs
ｯｾ＠
one ｾｯｵｰ＠
of students should be
Viewed m the same way as those of
any other people. Women's needs are
not presently being met in full·
ｴｨ･ｲｾｯＬ＠
this is a discriminato '
practice.
ry

As to the question of the students'
use of the services, we are in a
quandry. Because of the feasibility of
the proposed service would depnd
upon a certain amount of student
particpation, we must be sure that at
least 12 students per clinic day would
utilize the service. Allegations are
made by some students that the staff
of the Health Center is not dealing
successfully with student needs. One
very often hears such comments about
any student-related service. Whether
deserved or not, this attitude could
deter students from using contraceptive care provided by the Student
Health Service.
In order to ascertain student response regarding the issue of potential
contraceptive care at Hastings, the
committee has prepared a questionaire which will be passed out. We ask
that you consider the questions carefully and respond fully so that the
action we take will be truly representative. This is especially important
given the significant need for financing. If we find that students will not
utilize the service due to uncertainty
with repsect to competency, further
investigation into possible financing
will not be necessary. IF financial
proposals are necessary, the committee suggests:
1) An increased budget allocation of
cover the expense, and/or
2) An increase in student fees
similar to the increase that helped the
Child Care Center , and/or
3) Permission to run a money-making concession (e.g., pinball, xerox
machines, pong game) to earn the
money.

We stress that we are most concerned at this point with determining
student attitudes about this matter
and strongly urge that you respond to
the questionaire.
If anyone is interested in working
on the committee please leave a
message in locker 39 or call Patty
Staggs at 641-9235.

He should'nt need this any more, ;acism ended in the sixties.
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Oral fjratificatioq
thru GMasticatioq

SA USALITO SWEET SHOPPE
Do you like French Toast? One of
the best restaurants has to be the Sausalito Sweet Shoppe, across the bay.
Your bet is to go early in the morning,
when the atmosphere can be warm
and relaxing, or go later and be
prepared to put up with the "brunch"
crowd.
Be sure to ask the wait person to
add cinnamon to their luscious, thick
French toast, but to hold the confectioner's sugar - especially if you're
prone to dust allergies. After breakffast, take a stroll along waterfront
shops, yacht harbor, and rest for a bit
while taking in the San Francisco
skyline before returning to your car
and parking ticket or outrageous
parking lot fee.
A TASTE OF HONEY
What a euphemism! It tasted like
cardboard to me - whether it's organic ｯｾ＠ not. Actually I can't complain; it
remmded me of my grandmother's
cooking, only she gets it out of cans.
Try the shop's Cinnamon Swirl and
let us know what you think - we dare
not write more. Uncle Gaylord's ice

cream is featured at this bakery and
we had a carob milkshake that was
good, although the person who made
it didn't think we had any right to ask
for less milk so it would be nice and
thick; maybe you'll have better luck.

MEXICAN HOT HOUSE
Even though this restaurant in the
outer Richmond district received an
excellent review in a popular guide to
San Francisco eating, it just isn't all
that hot. Not that I have anything
against Sourdough French bread (especially here in San Francisco), but
my tastebuds seek good 01' tortillas.
After a long wait, our waitress ambled
over to our table to take our order.
Now, I'm in favor of affirmative
action, but it hardly seems necessary
to employ an elderly (and somewhat
eccentric) woman of obviously nonMexican descent as a waitress. I
began to feel I was in the wrong place.
To make a short story of a long
evening, the poor place just didn't do
anything for me. I'd rather go a few
extra blocks to the Cliff House, where
they don't claim to be ethnic.

LABOR LAW AT HASTINGS
Labor law has long been an area of
keen interest for a substantial number
of Hastings students. It is surprismg,
then, that presently there is no labor
law club at Hastings to promote and
expand that interest, to provide for
students the opportunity for further
education in the area of labor law, and
to serve as a supportive base for
students wishing to put their interest
into action in the local labor ccommunity.
To remedy the problem, students
and friends of labor law met Thursday, September 21 to discuss the
organization of a labor law club at
Hastings. Many details of organization remain to be worked out.
However, the strong showing of support by those present at the initial
meeting demonstrates that minor details will be no obstacle to the
formation of an active and spirited
labor law club.
The basic purpose of the club is
both educational and social; that is, to
provide a friendly forum where students ' of labor law can become ac-

quainted while learning more about
this subject and discovering job opportunities in the field. Some suggestions include maintenance of a job
opportunity library, sponsorship of
symposiums and lecture series, affiliation with the local labor bar association, and establishment of more clinical programs in labor related governmental entities in the Bay Area. Your
additional ideas are welcome. Submit
suggestions to Sue Scott, locker number 839
The next meeting of the labor law
club is scheduled for Wednesday,
October 4. A panel of Bay Area labor
leaders discussing the Teamstersretail grocery strike is planned. A
social hour with wine and cheese will
follow the discussion. Everyone is
welcome.
The labor law club is an equal
opportunity group and does not discriminate on the basis of labor or
management bias!
Sue Stott
Interim President, Hastings
Labor Law Club

Continued from page 4
spent between farm life with his
family and working on the television
productions in New York. He has set
his own course now, distributing his
own records and playing only those
shows he wants. And as he grinned
over his glass of cranberry juice and
laughed, you could see his happiness.
(For any interested parent, or other
type, Multiplication Rock is available
from ScharflDorough LTD, 265 W.
20th, New York, New York 10011.)
RECORD REVIEWS
LISTEN: Featuring Mel Martin
"growing" (Inner City 1055)
Multi-reed player Mel Martin leads
his band of tight but non-traditional
jazz. The band is now down to a
quartet, with the departure of the
steel drums that dominated the
groups first release. The steel drums
return for one selection, "King
Kong's Honkey Blues and Space
Tango" and perform quite effectively,
rounding out the quartet's sound.
Other enjoyable cuts included "Growing" a soft flowing morning piece
featuring Larry Dunlap on piano and
"S.'s Dream" featuring Mel Martin
on Piccolo, two flutes, clarinet and
bass clarinet.
Todd Rundgren: "THE HERMIT OF
MINK HOLLOW"
An album of up-beat happy strong
rock and roll by Todd who has
temporarily disbanded Utopia for a
solo effort. All instruments, vocals,
and production in this record are
Todd, and his efforts, especially on
the first side, are a success. The
single, "Can we still be Friends," is a
perfect AM release, complete with
multi-track harmonies and mushy lyrics about breaking up. Other songs
such as "Determination" whith a
pounding bass and drum track reminiscent of many Beatle songs such as
"Paperback Writer" stand out in this
new release.

:::..--McCoy Tyner "THE GREETING"
(Milestone M-9085)
Recorded live earlier this year at the
Great American Music Hall, "The
Greeting" is basically an effort of
Tyner's road band. Although lacking
in the intensity of an earlier live album
such as Atlantis, the individual performances often rise above the sometimes lacking group sound. George
Adams, who formerly played with
Charles Mingus, gives the septet a
firey voice on Tenor Sax, constantly
blowing life into their show. Included
in this set is a scaled down version of
Tyner's orchestral composition, "Fly
with the Wind." Guilherme Franco
continues to shine of all percussion
instruments. Tyner's piano playing
has reached a constant point, his
sense of melody and ability to reweave themes into new modal sense
remain powerful , yet one cannot help
but wonder if his solos will remain the
same much longer. His best moment
occurs in a solo of the John Coltrane
composition, "Naima." Although at
times satisfying, overall, this effort
lacks real dynamics.
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ECONOMIC SANCTIONS
TO CONTROL INFLATION
.
c. Eric Munson
The administration is rumored to be
considering using economic sanctions
to control inflation. Currently, we
have a purely voluntary program of
self-restraint by business and labor
unions, but results have been less
than satisfactory, with inflation continuing at a 10.7% annual rate in June
and July.
The Los Angeles Times (Sept. 3)
quoted an unidentified official as
saying "we are talking about guidelines with teeth in them". What can
we expect from this new "weapon"
against inflation? Not much. It is
another cosmetic plan, aimed at the
results of inflation (businesses and
labor unions pushing for higher prices
and wages) rather than the cause
(overspending by the government,
accompanied bv hefty increases in the
money supply). But what's more
interesting than this latest misguided
, 'cure" for inflation is the indication it
gives of the pervasiveness of government regulation in our so-called freely
competitive economy.
The Times article gave three examples of possible sanctions. If the auto
industry increased its prices by more
than the administration considered
rE;asonable, "the President could order a one-year embargo on the federal
purchase of new cars". Or, if the
steel industry failed to hold wages
within the guidelines , the administration could allow more imports of low
cost steel, presumably by lowering the
current minimum prices on imported
steel. In the third example, the
Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC), by announcing in advance that
it ｷｯｾｬ､＠
not allow "inflationary"
wage mcreases to be offset by higher
ｾ･ｩｧｨｴ＠
rates, might give the trucking
mdustry more bargaining power in
negotiations with the Teamsters Union.
Looking at these so-called sanctions, one wonders what the absence
of sanctions means. In the first
example, the federal government is
apparently threatening to withdraw its
current subsidy to the auto industry
by failing to buy unneeded autos for
one year. If Washington can afford not
to buy cars for one year under such
circumstances, why not fail to ouy
cars more often, thereby reducing
government expenditures and inflationary pressure? Even if we accept
government expenditures as "necessary" , will reduced purchases of autos
have an appreciable effect on the
giants of the auto industry? Has
anyone dared threaten to buy cars
from Japanese , German or Italian
producers? Perhaps if ordinary care
had been taken in the past control
expenditures, inflation would not be
as serious today.
The second example (lifting or
relaxing certain import restrictions) is
ｾｯｴ＠
a sanction against the US steel
ｭ､ｾｳｴｲｹ＠
but the relaxing of sanctions
agamst Japanese steel producers and
American consumers. The current
trade restrictions keep consumer
prices of goods made of steel high
along with us steelworkers' wages ｡ｾ＠
steel companies' profits. The claim
that returning to a free market is a
sanction against US steel companies is
absurd . If we had been allowing
lower-priced imports to compete with
US-produced steel, our domestic industry would have been forced to
produce. ｭｾｲ･＠
efficiently, resulting in
a healthier mdustry and lower prices.
Imports would provide the only restraints necessary to keep US firms
from raising prices at so-called inflationary rates . The ｧｾ･ｲ｡ｬｹ＠
lower

prices of goods in the US would offset
the lower wages and profits in the
steel industry, and no special action
would be necessary to restrain rising
prices .
The third example shows the pitiful
lack of knowledge about the causes of
high prices in the US today. For
years, the ICC has acted as the
enforcing agency for legal cartels in
the transportation industries, restricting entry, and forcing firms to charge
no less than certain minimum prices
for their services. Many economists
believe that without the regulations of
the ICC, freight rates would be far
lower than they currently are, firms
would be transporting goods more
efficiently, and workers would be no
worse off. As an example of what
could happen with fewer restrictions
on transportation firms, observe the
recent dramatic reductions in airline
fares and the resulting surges in
airline travel and airlines' profits.
These "revolutionary" changes came
?bout entirely as a result of a change
m the policy of the Civil Aeronautics
Board from enforcing.monopoly prices
to allowing price competition among
the many airlines. Who has been hurt
by the reduction in prices?
Not
consumers ; fares are lower than ever
and more people than ever betore ｡ｲｾ＠
flying .
Not the airlines; they're
buying more large aircraft. Airline
employees? Hardly likely, since their
powerful unions can undoubtedly bar-

gain for some of the increased airlines' profits.
If asked, I could probably
dredge up dozens of examples of
government meddling in perfectly
healthy industries or listening to the
demands of a small group and granting favors that harm the majority of
US citizens. (Don't ask me to talk
about Carter's energy bill: it's meddling of the worst sort.) The point is
that we have become so accustomed to
government regulations that we have
stopped asking whether they are
necessary or desirable. We simply
assume that without regulations, industry and labor unions will jack up
prices and wages without bound. We
then fall into the trap of thinking that
the ones responsible for inflation ar
businesses and workers, and that the
only way to curb their greedy instincts
and reduce inflation is to place sanctions on their undesirable behavior.
The types of sanctions contemplated
by the administration show a major
problem in the US economy: too much
government interference in healthy
markets. The trouble is , to reduce
unneccessary regulation involves taking power from some bureaucrat.
Bureaucrats understand this better
than most of us , so they tell us the
road to happiness is through more
meddling. Don't believe them.
ｙｨ
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WOMEN AND THE LAW CONFERENCE
TO BE HELD IN SAN DIEGO
Preparations are underway for the
8th Far West Regional Conference on
Women and the Law which will be
held October 27-29, 1978 in San
Diego, California. This year's conference is being sponsored by Western
State University, College of Law, San
Diego, in cooperation with the University of San Diego and California
Western law schools. The conference
is expected to attract hundreds of
attorneys, law students and concerned
citizens from the seven-state region
which encompasses California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska, Idaho, Hawaii and Nevada.
Each year this conference is organized by law students to promote the
･ｱｵ｡ｬｩｾｹ＠
of women through a series of '
educat onal workshops, to develop
and exc ange technical and litigational skills, and to create a nationwide
support network of women in law.
"Women Inspirit" (inspirit: to put
spirit into, give life or courage to;
cheer; exhilerate) has been chosen as
this year's conference theme.
It
illustrates the importance of women
working together and supporting each
other in a field which was once a male
bastion.
The conference will offer over 30
workshops, seminars and speakers
focusing on such topics as: Violence
Against Women, The Economics of
Being a Woman, Third World Women, Discrimination in Education and
Employment, Age Discrimination and
Lesbian Rights. The Saturday luncheon will feature a panel of prominent speakers from the seven state
region who will discuss "Women and
Power."
Highlighting the ｴｨｲｾ＠
day event
will be a Judge's banquet on Saturday
night, October 28. Addressing the
banquet will be California's first wo-

man State Supreme Court Chief Justice, the Honorable Rose Elizabeth
Bird. The banquet will honor the
women who serve as judges throughout the Far West Region.
The 8th Regional Conference on
Women and the Law comes at a
crucial time in both legal and social
history. The Equal Rights Amendment is just three states away from
becoming a reality. Discrimination
and the concomitant problems which
arise in attempting to abrogate it still
plague us. This conference will offer
an extremely important opportunity
for both women and men in the Far
West region to come together and
become informed and exposed to the
very best speakers on these topics.
Anyone desiring further information on the conference is asked to
write to:
8th Regional Conference on Women
and the Law
Western State University
1333 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92101
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Continued from page 1
the issue.
Professor Mary Kay Kane indicated
that she tests her classes on material
which is covered in lecture, but may
not be found in the textbook, based on
her belief that". . .. teachers have a
responsibility to teach beyond what's
available in books. Students can't
learn alone from books what is presented to them in class - and that's
what we're here for. Also, failure to
attend denies a student the opportunity to develop the kind of facility with
words that you need as attorneys, and
may have to be forced to develop.
However, in terms of whether this
school should adopt a mandatory
attendance policy, I think that it would
be most important for first year
students because at that stage, students don't know enought about
what's expected of them, and thus, it
might be a great disservice to them to
not require their presence in classes."
Professor Vivian D. Wilson expressed a contrary view, stating that
" . . . even if law school is a whole
new roller coaster ride, I believe that
people coming out of college should
be allowed to choose. " However, both
Kane and Wison agreed with Dean
Crawford that it's generally people
who are already doing poorly who fear
attendance because they're confused.
Kane felt that the school has a
responsibility to break that cycle, and
that it must do so in order to provide
the best education possible. She added that this might even require a bit of
paternalism, especially in the first
year, "... at least until they get
their feet on the ground."
Both women pointed out that at the
upper level, where just getting into a
particular class may be touft, people
who do not attend class are shortchanging those students who have been
unable to get into a closed seciton and
would attend with regularity, Kane
explained that in the second and third
years non-attendance sometimes
reaches crisis proportions, with some
students even scheduling working
hours concurrently with their classes.
She expressed sadness that this sort
of behavior, saying that ". . . this is
your last chance to really think about
many of these concepts. Once you're
in practice, time presures and deadlines don't allow that kind of luxury."
A common feeling among all three
professors was that the school is just
now returning to a realm of reason
about the whole issue. Kane stated,
"To a certain extent, the pendulum is
just swinging back from a 'do what
you want' basis, toward a more
structured environment where certain
decisions are made for you. ' ,
Thus, required attendance was seen
as a way to flag possible problems and
try to avoid the results. Professor
Kane summarized her feelings this
way:
"I want my students to all succeed.
if we can recognize that some of the
natural traps soon enough, maybe we
can save them. I think the burden falls
on us to make the class interesting
enough to draw students into the class
room and get them involved. Attendance is a means for me to reflect my
concern and at least try to show
students I'm motivated by concern for
them. - that I notice whether they're
there or not. There's a tremendous
level of mistrust of Faculty motives,
which forces us to go through a major
challenge each time we do something
geared to helping, not destroying
students. ' ,
Yet, students do question Faculty
motives, although most agree that
good attendance is something they
strive for. One second-year woman
states: "I have mixed emotions about
this, I do feel that we should attend
class, but making it mandatory, so

that a professor can knock points off
your grade, just doesn't seem right."
Another woman felt that " . . . points
given for active participation could be
a good thing because many of the
people who really made the class last
year didn.'t shine on tests, and the
points would have helped them ...
but it would have to be administered
fairly." A third returning student
expressed her views in this way: " By
the time a person reaches graduate
level, they should be aware enough of
their own limitations to make the
decision as to whether or not to attend
a class.
A First year male's response to the
question of mandatory attendance was
"I thing I would be upset at the
thought of being penalized, but would
probably attend because of it. But, it's
my understanding that we can 't be
penalized in that way since we're
graded by exam numbers ." Although
exam numbers do guarantee anonoymity for the writer as the professor is
grading his work, penalities can still
be imposed simply by the professor's
turning a student's name into the
Registrar's Office and requesting that
a given number of points to subtracted
from the appropriate exam number's
final grade.
Dean Crawford expressed sincere
concern over this and other issues
affecting students at Hastings, reiterating that he assumed his position as
Dean because he felt that a strong
academic adminstration was needed
at the school. This concern is not one
which he reserves for students alone,
however. He stressed that students
who have found certain professors
unaccessible should make their needs
known in a gentle, perhaps, but firm
manner. Crawford feels that the Faculty is increasingly concerned with
stimulating teaching. The focus of this
year's Faculty Concourse was on
creative stimulating teaching wich
Crawford feels was " ... based on
the realization that every teacher who
is good won't necessarily be popuI ar. "
The Dean summarized his hopes for
the upcoming year as follows:
"What I want is to make this school
the strongest school possible and to
produce the best prepared graduates
who will be competent in whatever
area they choose. The system obviously has to always have a top and bottom
half. What I'd like for Hastings is an
educational standard that would allow
us to cut straight through the top and
bottom half and still come up with
someone good. Unfortunately, the
bottom half has the tendency to try to
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make up the difference by putting in
hours elsewhere. What we must try to
instill in these people is that the
quality of their work is what really
matters , and that the thrust of their
three years here should be academic.
One of the things that I want to get
across to people is that I am always
willing to talk. Of course, certain
things are not negotiable, but I'm
always willing to listen."

Continued from page 1
few words of welcome, and panel
discussions were presented on such
topics as Employment Discrimination,
Criminal Law, Rights of Gay Prisoners, and Child Custody, as well as
discussions of litigation strategies,
legislative alternatives , and lobbying
for legislation. Speakers were present
from all over the United States, and
included Hasting's Professor Paula
Downey, speaking on Legislative Alternatives, and former Hastings Professors Walter Barnett, now Program
ｉｮｴ･ｲｰｾ＠
for the Quaker Lobbying
Group in California, and Matthew
Coles, author of the San Francisco and
Berkeley Gay Rights Ordinances.
The Symposium was highly successful, and it is to be hoped that
further efforts on such a nationwide
sclae will be made at other law
schools.
A videotape of the Symposium will
be available in the Hastings Library in
the near future .
Betsy Ormond
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up my
books and notebook please return
them to me? September 15, 1978. No
questions asked .... just leave it off
at the info booth
Thanks.
NDSL and Work Study checks may
now be picked up in the Trust office at
25 Taylor.
[2] TiCKETS-BUBBLING BROWN
SUGAR-October 6, Friday evening.
$15.00 each EXCELLENT SEATS,
leave name and telephone number in
locker #663 or leave message on SIC
board for Michael B. Scott.
Susie ... 1 will never forget you again. Please come home. Jimmie
James, Cheaters never prosper.
Please leave my things on the front
steps on Oct. 3. Don't try to talk to
me. I'll be with friends. Suzanne.
I'd rather be Dykstrated than Decapitated ... or how one student found
out that he turns into a corpse every
day in corporations.
Clyde: Meet me at the Turk-Larkin
Market for a sandwich sometime.
Theirs are the greatest!!!! Georgia
Dear Phi Delta Phi'er,
Thanks for your support for the 1st
Semi-Annual Wine & Cheese & More
Wine & Etc. Party held last Friday.
Special thanks to Bill Arnone and his
roommates for the use of their flat. It
was a bona fide gas!
We're trying to get alot of good
partying together for this next year.
We would appreciate your ideas. Of
course, to make these ideas materialize the Club needs your dues for
1978-79. If you have not paid for this
year, please put your check for $10.00
into locker #378.
Watch for announcements regarding future meetings, a bake sale,
more paties, and the initiation and
dance. Also, elections are upcoming.
Barry S. Engel
Exchequer
P.S. New members' certificates and
pins will be distributed at the next
meeting.
I am responsible fOr no debts other
than my own. Joseph P. Turner

The Hastings Law News is seeking
applicants to fill various staff positions. Experience is helpful but not
mandatory. We ask that applicants be
willing to share the work load in
producing a strong informational and
ethical publication which can be of
service to all of us at Hastings.
The New Hastings Law News has a
seciton. Put a personal
message in the Hastings Law News.
$.50 a shot.

STEREO FOR SALE
Transaudio 6600 Receiver.
Transaudio 1008A Speru(ers,
Garrard 710E Changer. Used
three months. $275.
Locker 910 or call 386-6890
Mommie, Daddie, why did you send
me here? The Professors intimidate
me, the books are too heavy, my
classmates study all day . . . .is there
life after law school Harold

WOMEN'S
MILE-A-THON

The San Francisco Jewish
Community Center hosts "The
New/Old SFJCC Yom Kippur
ｎｩ
ｾ ｨｴ＠
Dance" 'dednesday October 11 at 8:30 p.m. Everyone is invited. For InforlTE. tion, call 346-6040 and
then come and dance to the
cool sounds of Hot Borscht.

S.F. Women's Centers sponsors
Women on the Move Mile-a-thon on
Saturday, October 14, 1978, a fundraising event benefiting the Bay Area
Women's Building and your favorite
nonprofit women's organizations.
This 15-mile walk thru Golden Gate
Park begins at 8:30 a.m. at the Music
Concourse (across from the DeYoung
Museum) and includes jugglers, music, foot massage, balloons, childcare,
clowns, prizes, marching banks, baton
twirlers, and more! For information
and sponsor sheets, call 431-1180
Tues.-Sat.

Want to know how to make the best
MATZO BALLS? Use soda water
instead of water ... it'll tum out so
well someone's bound to hate you.
Thank you for the deli-style recipe,
Steve"
Necklace" Schwarzt

VOLUNTEERS SOUGHT
Are you interested in learning how
to do legislative research and legislative testimony? In shaping the legislative priorities of the S.F. Commission
on the Status of Women? In becoming
familiar with the major sex discrimination issues facing California legislature?
If your answer to any of these
questions is yes, join the Legislative
Committee of the San Francisco Commission on theStatus of Women may
be for you.
Our three year old committee is
currently involved in its annual recruitment and orientation program for
new members and our first 1978-1979
organizational meetings are on Sept.
21 and Oct. 5 at 5:00 p.m. Currently
our meetings are twice a month, on
Thursday at 4:00 p.m. at C.O.S.W.
office, 544 Golden Gate Ave. The

committee is iopen to any interested
woman or man.
The committee's principal job is to
identify state, local and national bills
affecitng women, analyze those bills,
making recommendations to the Commission on whether to support or
oppose particular bills, and doing
follow up support work on bills the
Commission has taken a public position on. If resources permit, we would
like to also do comprehensive law
revision research on areas involving
the legal equality of men and women.
We hope that you will want to join
Ufj, as law student volunteers play a
key role in implementing our program. I you would like further informmation about the committee, you can
contact the committee's co-chairpersons Mary Vail (561-8341) or Tony
Rothschild (781-6500).

This personal ad contains a secret
hidden message. It is meant for only
one person. If you are not that person,
please do not decode the message.
Thank you very much. Harlan Hockleberger

Trudy, why won't you accept me the
way I am? If I was meant to be
religious, I would have been born in a
church or synogogue of my choice.
Marc

Market and Deli
Our sandwiches are all homemade
ｙｲｾ＠

Happy Birthday to you-know-who
from all of us at you-know-wherel!!!!!
Mr. George. Thanks for the hot
potato. We will keep it warm until you
return. Say Hi to BeeBee. Michele
and Gloria.
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Freckles: Congratulations on our second anniversary. I will see you in my
fantasies.
J.E.A.B. - YOWRE THE GREATEST.
HAPPy BIRTHDAY I WVE, HULK
DOR DOR YOU ARE THE BEST.
CHUNK
Jeffrey and Nan, thanks for your
friendship and confidence. If you can't
figure out who this is from, ask me.
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Slimy 'lizards, leave trails of slippery
sludge.

6a-f..ad.6.. Cabz.r-Lng.
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open 8:30 to 7pm
476 Turk (Between Hyde & Larkin) on Turk
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Phone 775-8383

and Larkin Market and Deli

20 ¢

OFF on the purchase of
a DELIC IOUS sandwich
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